
By bringing additive manufacturing in-house PMT was able 

to:

Plastic-Metals Technologies/PMT Shielding Solutions, an 

industry leader with a unique vacuum metallizing 

production process utilized in aerospace, defense and 

medical fields, needed to find a way to manage costs and 

improve time to market for their rapidly growing business. 

A key component to this business was custom fixturing and 

masking to support a wide range of customer parts. 

§ Reduce manual masking by over 65% enabling one 

person to go from inspecting as few as 400 parts up to 

1200 parts in an 8-hour shift 

§ Improve product design and increase fixture life by one 

year

§ Improve time to market by over 25% and substantially 

reduced an 1800 hour backlog 
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3D Printed

Custom Fixturing

Drives Massive Efficiencies

Process Manufacturer Brings AM in House

Executive Summary

Adam Anaforian

 “It seems strange to think about now, but 
previously we doubted we could jus�fy our 
own 3D prin�ng.  The cost savings between 
in-house and outsourced tooling alone paid 
for the first printer in seven months.”

GM, Plas�c Metals Technologies



These fixtures also tended to 

scratch the customer's plastic 

parts, which required even more 

labor-intensive efforts at masking. 

As a result, the company's tool 

shop spent a lot of their time 

repairing the fixtures, which 

came in multiple pieces that 

would loosen and wear out 

over time. As the business 

grew, these constraints became 

a real bottleneck in production.

  

PMT needs to produce hundreds 

of custom fixtures to both hold 

and mask parts. When coating 

plastic parts, the metal must only 

land on very specific areas of each 

part which means the fixture must 

fit perfectly every time. Not only is 

this important but at the same 

time they must reduce the amount 

of time needed for manual 

masking.   

Initially PMT looked into having the 

parts additively manufactured 

through a service bureau to 

address the backlog. That process 

improved their part quality and 

cost to some degree but did not 

substantially reduce their time to 

market. 

Plural ran costing models to prove financial feasibility and 

printed a few fixtures to demonstrate technical feasibility. PMT 

soon realized that, based on the costing models, they could 

print the fixtures in-house, have full control over quality and 

scheduling and ultimately pay for the printer and materials 

within 7 months.  

 

The goal of these fixtures was to 

hold and mask as many as 50 to 

150 parts at one time on a 

revolving carriage.  Since the 

inception of their business, PMT 

had utilized machined aluminum 

and Delrin parts. These were 

expensive and required individual 

manual masking time. 

PMT had not considered bringing additive manufacturing in-

house until they met Plural, an additive manufacturing 

integrator.  

In addition to reducing labor 

requirements and eliminating 

backlog, PMT found additional 

efficiencies. Because the 3D 

printed masks are designed to 

precisely fit in geometrically 

complex installations, slippage 

and inadvertent damage is no 

longer an issue, improving 

quality control, reducing 

maintenance costs and 

increasing fixture life. 
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Challenges How Plural Helped

Contact Plural Addi�ve Manufacturing for a complementary produc�on 
analysis and to find out if addi�ve manufacturing can help your firm reduce 
costs, improve �me to market, increase profits and grow your business.

Results, ROI & Future Plans 

Additive Manufacturing has become a critical 

component to the long-term success of PMT's 

business. Custom fixture designs continue to improve as 

engineering realizes the lack of constraints AM offers. The tool 

shop has gone from a repair shop to an idea shop that feeds 

the design process.  PMT is enjoying new found success in both 

the return on its AM investments and market growth potential. 

This proof of concept and analysis was 

completed for the PMT specific environment 

prior to spending any money. Plural 

installed their first printer and trained 

personnel on its use.  Within two weeks, 

the initial printer was fully utilized. PMT soon 

procured a second printer and within an 

additional 5 months it was paid for as well.  
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